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Kyperounda Commandaria 50cl

€ 21,00 Internal Code: KKCOM50P1

Commandaria belongs to the category of dessert wines, but it can also be enjoyed at the beginning of a meal as an aperitif. Comman-
daria from the Kyperounda Winery is matured in oak barrels of 225 liters. The maturation process is responsible for the development 
of strong aromas and an amazing flavour balance. It is a wine with a long, aromatic aftertaste and can be accompanied with light 
desserts and dried fruits. Best served at 6 - 8°C.

Kyperounda  EPOS 2014 75cl White Dry (Cyprus)

he Chardonnay from our own vineyards undergoes fermentation  and maturing in oak barrels, thus acquiring aromatic complexity, a rich taste 
and potential for further development in a bottle. it is served cool at 10 – 12 °C, to accompany white meats, pasta (pastry foods), fish and soft 
cheeses. Although it is ready for consumption when young, it will continue to mature in the bottle for at least 5 years.

€ 14,70 Internal Code: KKEPWH75

Kyperounda Cabernet Sauvignon 75cl Red Dry (Cyprus)

€ 8,95 Internal Code: KKCAB75

The deep red colour and rich fruity nose of this wine have been achieved during the carefull aging process. It possesses a full flavour, excellent 
structure and sensuously lingering aftertaste.
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Kyperounda Chardonnay 75cl White Dry (Cyprus)

€ 8,95 Internal Code: KKCHA75

The golden hue, complex bouquet and sweet aromas developed during the aging process combine with the distinct fruitiness of the 
Chardonnay grape. The Chardonnay of the Kyperounda Winery was  awarded with a Gold Medal at the 7th Cyprus Wine Contest.

Kyperounda  Shiraz 75cl Red Dry (Cyprus)

€ 8,95 Internal Code: KKSHY75

A classic wine crafted from the Shiraz grape. It derives its complexity and characteristic aromas from the maturation in new oak 
barrels. Although it is ready for immediate enjoyment it can be aged for 3-4 years.

Kyperounda Andessitis
75cl Red Dry (Cyprus)

€ 6,20 Internal Code: KKAND75 € 6,20 Internal Code: KKPET75

Kyperounda Petritis
75cl White Dry (Cyprus)

Kyperounda Rosé
75cl (Cyprus)
€ 6,20 Internal Code: KKROSE75
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Boutari Odi 75cl Red

€ 11,20 Internal Code: KBODIR75

A wine with a deep red colour and aromas of red fruits.  The wine is smooth full bodied velvety with good balance and long after-
taste. The ageing process continues in the bottle. Is ageing 16 months in oak barrels.

Boutari Agiorgitiko 75cl Red Dry (Greece)

€ 8,90 Internal Code: KBAGIOR75

A rich aromatic bouquet, balanced and with a subtle aftertaste. The wine has been awarded a Gold Metal at the Vin expo competi-
tion which took place in Bordeaux-France.

Boutari Santorini 75cl White Dry (Greece)

€ 8,50 Internal Code: KBSANTW75

A classic Santorinian wine with an exuberant aroma of citrus fruit. Vibrant, with a rich body and a long, robust, aromatic aftertaste.
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Boutari Moschofilero 75cl White Dry (Greece)

€ 8,35 Internal Code: KBMOSW75

A particularly aromatic wine and a prime example of the variety at its best. Delicious, fresh, full-bodied and well balanced.

Boutari Naoussa 75cl Red Dry (Greece)

€ 6,25 Internal Code: KBNAUR75

A classic red Naoussa wine. Deep red in colour, with a strong personality, it gives off a rich bouquet of ripe fruit that complements 
the varied aromas of aging (cinnamon,wood). Full-bodied, well balanced, with a substantial structure and soft tannins in its finish.

Boutari Legacy 1879 75cl Red Dry (Greece)

€ 38,00 Internal Code: KBLEGR75

An authentic terroir wine from a single vineyard from Trilofos Naoussa. The wine was named 1879 in honor of the year that the 
company was established in Naoussa by John Boutari. The wine embodies the history of the family and expects to introduce the 
modern consumer in the complex and fascinating xinomavro.
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Boutari Malagouzia 75cl Dry (Greece)

€ 10,90 Internal Code: KBMALW75

An authentic terroir wine from a single vineyard from Trilofos Naoussa. The wine was named 1879 in honor of the year that the com-
pany was established in Naoussa by John Boutari. The wine embodies the history of the family and expects to introduce the modern 
consumer in the complex and fascinating xinomavro.

Barton & Guestier Chateau Magnol 75cl (France)

€ 20,21 Internal Code: KBGCHMA75

A composite red wine with a rich bouquet, reminiscent of fruit, spices and the wooden barrel.  It has a pleasant intensity and a 
lingering finish.

Barton & Guestier Rosé D Anjou 75cl (France)

€ 6,10 Internal Code: KBGRDAN75

Rosé d’ Anjou is full-bodied, very fruity with excellent acidity. A lovely wine, delicious as an apéritif.
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Barton & Guestier Sparkling Chardonnay White Dry 75cl (France)

€ 9,30 Internal Code: KBGPSW75

Barton & Guestier Thomas Barton Médoc Reserve Privée 75cl Red Dry (France)
This classic wine is Médoc at its best. The fermentation for 18 months in new oak barrels gives rise to a deep garnet red colour with 
shades of purple. It offers an intense complexity featuring aromas of blackcurrant and pepper. Generous and full-bodied on the palate 
with strong velvety tannins. A wine full of character which also ages well for up to ten years.

€ 37,50 Internal Code: KBGTBMR75

Barton & Guestier Reserve 
Sauvignon Blanc 
75cl (France)

€ 5,05
Internal Code: KBGSAVBL75

Barton & Guestier Reserve 
Merlot 75cl (France)

€ 5,13

Internal Code: KBGMERL75
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Chateau Palmer 95 Margaux 75cl Red Dry (France)

€ 167,5 Internal Code: KSPALM95

A great vintage of this world famous Grand Cru Classe, classy and classical. A deep ruby colour, rich powerful bouquet with aromas of 
candied black fruits, hints of leather and roasted coffee. Very elegant, well balanced and full-bodied with a superb tannic structure.

Chateau Palmer 97 Margaux 75cl Red Dry (France)

€ 128,15 Internal Code: KSPALM97

Brilliant ruby red colour. Hints of ripe fruit, tobacco, leather and forest on the nose. Faithful to the Palmer style, even in this difficult 
vintage, the wine has rounded out and is now soft and fine on the palate. Silky tannins, great aromatic complexity with long and 
cool finish in the mouth.

Sichel Chateau d’ Angludet 

Margaux 75cl Red Dry (France)

€ 39,30 Internal Code: KSDANGR75

Sichel Chateau De La Nauve 75cl 
St. Emilion Red Dry (France)

€ 13,15 Internal Code: KSLANAR75

Sichel Sirius 75cl Red Dry 

(France)

€ 11,35 Internal Code: KSSIRR75
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Cono Sur 20 Barrels Chardonnay 75cl (Chile)

€ 16,51 Internal Code: KCS20BCHR75

A well balanced golden yellow wine that combines a tang of citrus and white fruits with dashes of vanilla and almond, suggesting 
aging in oak. This refined Chardonnay, which presents a refreshing liveliness, has an intriguing palate and aromatic bouquet.

Cono Sur 20 Barrels Sauv Blanc 75cl (Chile)

€ 16,51 Internal Code: KCS20BSAVBL75

This is a crisp and expensive wine. It has citrus notes of grapefruit overlaying a mineral background enhanced by delicate touches 
of green herbs. A delightful aromatic elegance makes this an excellent aperitif or ideal combination to white meats and seafood.

Cono Sur Varietal Cabernet 
Sauvignon 75cl (Chile)

€ 5,51 Internal Code: KCSCABS75

Cono Sur Varietal 
Chardonnay 75cl (Chile)

€ 5,51 Internal Code: KCSCHR75

Cono Sur Varietal  
Merlot 75cl (Chile)

€ 5,51 Internal Code: KCSMERL75
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Cono Sur Varietal 
Sauv Blanc 75cl
(Chile)

€ 5,51

Internal Code: KCSSAVBL75

Cono Sur Varietal 
Syrah 75cl
(Chile)

€ 5,51

Internal Code: KCSSYR75

Querceto Chianti 
Classico 75cl (Italy)

€ 12,00

Internal Code: KITCCR75

Querceto Chianti 
75cl (Italy)

€ 5,50

Internal Code: KITCQR75

Schloss Biebrich 75cl (Germany)

Internal Code: KHSHSBSW75

White Sparkling Wine – Sekt – 11% alc.

From: € 7,95

To: € 4,37

-45%-45%
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Isla Negra Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot 75cl (Chile)

Internal Code: KCSICM75

Isla Negra Sauvignon Blanc - Chardonnay 75cl (Chile)

Internal Code: KCSICHA75

From: € 7,10

From: € 7,10

To: € 3,90

To: € 3,90

-45%

-45%

-45%

-45%
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Dom Perignon 75cl

€ 151,85 Internal Code: CHDOM75P

The expression of the wine is paradoxically less sunny and less extroverted than the season’s profile would lead us to imagine. Rath-
er than strength and richness, it is the intensity and vivid sensation of freshness and firmness that are remarkable. This profound 
and assured presence that persists on and on is what lingers in the memory of this wine.

Dom Perignon Rosé  75cl

€ 378,65 Internal Code: CHDOMRO75

The depth of this champagne reveals itself only gradually, giving an overall impression of contained, almost channelled, strenght. 
The initial sensation of fullness is followed by a dalicate, textured feeling on the palate, gently leading to a firm, precise finish.

Moët & Chandon Grand Vintage 2006 75cl

€ 69,95 Internal Code: CHMOCHG756

The Grand vintage Rose 2003, the 37th from the Maison, is an impassioned wine of a deliberate intensity. The initial note of deep 
red fruit - strwberries, black cherries, blackberries - appear suddenly and irresistibly, testimony to the concentrated warmth of ma-
turity. a maturity that is rich, expressive, first with the warm spiciness of nutmeg and leather, then becoming fresher with notes of 
pick grapefruit, blood-orange and rose.
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Moët & Chandon Imperial 75cl

€ 35,70 Internal Code: CHMOCH75IC

Moët Imperial is a balanced assemblage of the three vine varieties disclosing a succession of elegant and harmonious sensations.

Moët & Chandon Brut Rosé 75cl

€ 47,00 Internal Code: CHMOCHRO75

Moët & Chandon Imperial “The Gift” 75cl

€ 38,85 Internal Code: CHMOCH75G1
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Hennessy X.O. 70cl

€ 150,39 Internal Code: COHENXO70A

Henessy X.O. the fist ‘’Extra Old’’ Cognac. Powerful, masculine and generous - a genuine pleasure. It releases woody, spicy aromas. 
Hennessy X.O. is an established symbol of luxury. Its rich character is enhanced by a distinctive decanter designed in 1947.

Hennessy V.S. Shepard Fairey Limited Edition 70cl

€ 35.00 Internal Code: COHENVS70P

The bottle of this limited edition Cognac from Hennessy features Shepard Fairey’s signature striking bold colours, reminiscent of 
his globally lauded artwork. In addition to showcasing the signature Fairey artwork, each Limited Edition Hennessy V.S bottle is 
individually numbered.

Hennessy Richard 70cl

€ 2238,38 Internal Code: COHENRIC70A

Richard Hennessy, blended in homeage to the founder, is appreciated by knowledgeable connoisseurs who set great store by ex-
tremely elegant cognacs. Well rounded but with infinite possibilities, mature and at the same time ever youthful, this perfectly 
balanced aromatic cognac is the quintessential Hennessy.
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Hennessy Paradis Extra 70cl

€ 587,92 Internal Code: COHENPAR70A

Hennessy Paradis Extra, revered by cognac aficionados all over the world, is one of Hennessy’s best kept secrets. The aromas and 
flavours of this blend are the ultimate delight for the senses.

Hennessy Fine de Cognac 70cl

€ 40,30 Internal Code: COHENFIN70A

Hennessy Fine de Cognac is a new blend elegant and floral with a maturally well balanced tone. Its delicate bouquet delights young 
consumers, who are traditional in their tastes but open to new adventures and epxeriences.
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Johnnie Walker Red Label

To: € 10,00 To: € 12,45
Internal Code: SJWRD70 Internal Code: SJWRD100

The world’s favourite whisky is a rich, full-bodied blend of up to 35 of the finest aged single malts & grain whiskies. A versatile, 
vibrant whisky that keeps its character even when mixed. Not many whiskies in the world can claim that.

70cl From: € 13,00 100cl From: € 16,15

Johnnie Walker Black Label

To: € 20,20 To: € 23,80
Internal Code: SJWBL70 Internal Code: SJWBL100

An acclaimed masterpiece of blending craftsmanship, Johnnie Walker Black Label stands alone. With depth & complexity drawn 
from over 20 selected whiskies, it is at once powerful, intriguing & unassailably elegant. No wonder it was Sir Winston Churchill’s 
whisky of choice.

70cl From: € 26,25 100cl From: € 30,90

Johnnie Walker Double Black Label 70cl

€ 34,70 Internal Code: SJWBLD70 

Blended to break the rules, Double Black boasts an edgy confidence in flavour that separates it from its balanced relative, Johnnie 
Walker Black Label. It is not simply a darker version of Black label, its unquestionably smokier and a more intense experience. 

-23%

-23%-23%

-23%
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Johnnie Walker Gold Label Reserve 70cl

€ 40,60 Internal Code: SJWGOLRE70 

Inspired by nearly a 200 year old history of whisky blending, Jim Beveridge, has personally crafted Johnnie Walker Gold Label Re-
serve as a celebration of the rich Johnnie Walker history. Enjoy Johnnie Walker Gold Label Reserve in a tall glass with crushed ice 
and an orange slice or neat.

Johnnie Walker Platinum Label 70cl

€ 71,95 Internal Code: SJWPLA70

A contemporary and complex blend of single malt and grain whiskies matured for a minimum of 18 years. Drawn from a limited 
number of casks, carefully chosen and retained throughout their maturation because of their exceptional character, Johnnie Walker 
Platinum Label is a skilful blend and substance crafted by master Blender Jim Beveridge.

Johnnie Walker Blue Label 70cl

€ 198,55 Internal Code: SJWBLU70

Johnnie Walker Blue Label is legendary & has won more awards for excellence than any other super deluxe whisky. Blended to 
recreate the flavour of the Walker’s early whiskies, even the bottle takes its design from the 19th century. Every single whisky in 
this exceptional blend is hand-picked from a range of exclusive distilerries, some no longer in service. The whiskies are drawn from 
extraordinary casks, usually one in every ten thousands. As soon as they are discovered, they are set aside for Blue Label.
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Johnnie Walker Blue Label Porsche Design 70cl

€ 280 Internal Code: SJWBLU70P2

The unique Johnnie Walker Blue Label in a collectible case made from brushed stainless steel and PU leather trim. Ice chiller, tongs 
and two bespoke crystal glasses are included for perfect serving.

Johnnie Walker collection 4X20cl

€ 81,00 Internal Code: SJW4X20

An excelent colelction of Johnnie Walker’s range - a 20cl bottle of each of the Black, Green, Gold and Blue labels. It can be an 
excelent premium gift.

Dimple 70cl

€ 31,30 Internal Code: SDIMP70IC

This 15 year old Deluxe Blended Whisky was lovingly crafted by the Haig family, which has a tradition in whisky-making dating 
back to 1627. The blend contains over 30 different malt and grain whiskies balanced in perfect harmony. As a result, Dimple is 
well known for its smoothness.
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J&B JET 70cl

Internal Code: SJBJET70

J&B has a delicious, 12 old year liquid in a stylish pack that is ideal for those occasions where image and and status is that little 
bit more important. 

J&B Rare Blended

To: € 10,00

To: € 15,90

To: € 12,45
Internal Code: SJB70 Internal Code: SJB100

J&B is unique in taste: light in style, fresh & fruity in aroma, with a hint of smokiness on the palate. Every time you sip J&B Rare, 42 
individual malt and grain whiskies pass your lips. Like guests at the perfect party, each is carefully selected for its own personality 
plus the ability to bring a unique complexity & style to the blend.

70cl From: € 13,00

From: € 20,65

100cl From: € 16,15

White Horse
White Horse is an extraordinary Scotch, not least of all because it is a blend of 40 whiskies drawn from a select range of malt and 
grain whiskies from across the Highlands, Lowlands and Islay. The result is an intriguing blend that resonates with undertones of 
the Islay malts at its heart – Caol Ila and Lagavulin to name two – all characterised by the salt-laden sea spray that soaks the peat 
used the dry the malted barley.

To: € 7,75 To: € 10,30
Internal Code: SWHR70 Internal Code: SWHR100

70cl From: € 10,05 100cl From: € 13,40

-23%

-23%

-23%

-23%

-23%

-23%
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From: € 28,45

Singleton Of Dufftown 70cl (12 Years) Single Malt - Speyside Whisky

Internal Code: SSING12Y70To: € 22,75

From: € 29,95

To: € 23,95 Internal Code: SCARD12Y70 

Cardhu 70cl (12 Years) Single Malt - Speyside Whisky
Served from its elegant and prestigious decanter, smooth, sophisticated Cardhu is the classic Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whisky 
which is perfect for sharing. Silky-smooth Cardhu comes from a long established Speyside distillery that began life as a farm in 
1811. This was one of Speyside’s earliest legal distilleries and its malt whisky has now been prized as one of the highest quality 
malts for almost two centuries.

“Perfectly Balanced, Naturally Rich and Smooth” is the wording on the label, and it is the ideal summary of this striking single malt. 
This smooth, naturally rich single malt whisky has sweet fruity notes and a lingering, pleasurable warmth.

Lagavulin 70cl (16 Years) Single Malt - Islay Whisky

€ 51,30 Internal Code: SLAG70 

Lagavulin is an intense, smoky-sweet single malt with seaweed flavours and a huge finish, aged in oak casks 
for at least sixteen years.

-20%

-20%

-20%

-20%
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Bell’s
The unique flavour of Bell’s Blended Scotch Whisky comes from some of the finest malt whiskies in Scotland – from the fresh, 
sweet malts of Speyside to the smoky sea salt of the Islands – all matured in selected oak casks for a richer flavour. The malt at 
the heart of the Bell’s blend is rich, spiced and nutty (a bit like ginger cake), and comes from our home, the Blair Athol distillery.

To: € 7,75 To: € 10,30
Internal Code: SBEL70 Internal Code: SBEL100

70cl From: € 10,05 100cl From: € 13,40

-23%-23%
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Bushmills Original 70cl

€ 14,05

Internal Code: SBUSH70

Bushmills Black 70cl

€ 17,25

Internal Code: SBLBUSH70
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Ron Zacapa  23YO 70cl

€ 41,90 Internal Code: RUZACE23Y70

Aged in a facility known as the «House of Clouds», over 2300 meters above sea level. Zacapa captures a flavour unlike any 
other. With year round temperatures of 16 °C, the aging process is slowed and preserves the smooth sweetness of the virgin 
sugarcane honey. The experience of sipping Zacapa rum transports the senses to this magical place, above the clouds.

Ron Zacapa Cent XO 70cl

€ 83,90 Internal Code: RUZACEXO70

The stunning release of Zacapa is incredible extra old rum which picks up awards wherever it goes. It has a distinctive balance 
sweet and fruity taste. 
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Ciroc Ultra Premium Vodka 70cl

€ 38,55 Internal Code: VCIR70

Most vodka is produced from common starches such as wheat or potatoes. Ciroc, on the other hand, is made exclusively from 
carefully hand selected grapes grown high in the Gaillac region of France. Vodka of the highest order, Ciroc is distilled five times to 
produce an exquisitely smooth taste experience.

Belvedere Pure Vodka 70cl

€ 36,75 Internal Code: VBEL70

Hailing from a century old distillery in the small town of Zyrardow, just West of Warsaw, Belvedere Pure is handcrafted in small 
batches to ensure superior quality meeting only the highest of standards.

Ketel One Premium Vodka 70cl

€ 26,65 Internal Code: VKET70

Ketel One is inspired by over 300 years and 10 generations of Nolet family spirits distilling passion and expertise. Ketel One is 
derived from Distilleerketel #1, a Dutch word meaning potstill. It has a sincere attitude, honest conviction and true story. It is crisp 
and sophisticated, wheat-based, ultra-premium vodka, using copper pot stills as part of the process, crafted from small batches. 
Each final production run is approved by a member of the Nolet family. Above all, remember that Ketel One believes that being 
genuine matters!
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Smirnoff Black 70cl

€ 18,95
Internal Code: VSMBL70

Relish stylish Smirnoff Black Vodka neat and frozen. Its 
slow paced distillation process and the Siberian silver birch 
charcoal used for filtration create a mellow smooth vodka 
with a hint of the exotic.

Smirnoff Gold Vodka 100cl

Internal Code: VSMG100 € 33,45

Real Gold in every drop! Inspired by the opulence of the Tsars of Russia and their passion for gold as the ultimate expression of 
luxury, Smirnoff Gold Collection is a unique luxury liqueur made with Smirnoff 21 vodka and flavoured with a hint of cinnamon 
spice and garnished with real edible gold leaf. Best served as “Gold Cider”, in a martini glass mixed with apple juice. 

Smirnoff North 70cl

€ 12,25
Internal Code: VSMNOR70

Smirnoff Red

To: € 8,62 To: € 10,93
Internal Code: VSMR70 Internal Code: VSMR70

70cl From: € 11,20 100cl From: € 14,20

-23%-23%
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Tanqueray No. Ten Gin 100cl

€ 45,10 Internal Code: GTAN10

Tanqueray No. Ten was the result of Charles Tanqueray’s quest to develop and produce perfection way back in 1830. It owes its 
exquisitely smooth, fresh and perfectly balanced taste to a painstaking and highly selective process combining the unique use of 
hand-picked, fresh citrus fruits and botanicals and four distillations. Tanqueray No. Ten has won the ‚ “Best White Spirit” award at 
the San Francisco International Spirits Awards a phenomenal three years in a row! No other spirit has achieved this, and as a result 
the brand has a place of honour in the world Spirits Hall of Fame!

Tanqueray Gin 70cl

€ 13,85 Internal Code: GTAN70

Tanqueray is a premium gin classified by its clarity, sparkle and zest. It is still crafted using a time-honoured recipe of only the highest 
quality grains, the purest water, the most selected juniper berries, the finest botanicals and a unique quadruple distillation process.
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Baileys Chocolat Luxe 50cl

€ 18,45 Internal Code: LBLCHO50

With Baileys Chocolat Luxe, Baileys heralds a groundbreaking innovation in chocolate – the first time that real Belgian chocolate has 
been fused with alcohol in a way that delivers the multisensory experience of chocolate in a glass.

Baileys Original Gift Pack70cl

€ 14,80 Internal Code: LBL70BG2

Baileys Original Irish Cream is a unique Irish spirit with a taste that is loved by all. Only the finest ingredients go into Baileys ‚a mar-
riage of fresh dairy cream, Irish whiskey, cocoa and vanilla. Over 2,260 glasses of Baileys are enjoyed every minute of every day in 
over 130 countries around the world! Baileys is also available in three more flavours: Baileys with a Hint of Cream Caramel, Baileys 
with a Hint of Coffee and Baileys with a Hint of Hazelnut!

Disaronno wears Cavalli

€ 16,35 Internal Code: LISDIS70P

DISARONNO, has a characteristic bittersweet almond taste. It is the world’s favourite Italian liqueur and this holiday season it is 
back with a unique new look designed by Roberto Cavalli. DISARONNO will donate part of the proceeds to the development and 
support of the charity ‘Fashion 4 Development,’ in Africa, sponsored by the United Nations.
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Baileys Original Irish Cream
Baileys Original Irish Cream is a unique Irish spirit with a taste that is loved by all. Only the finest ingredients go into Baileys ‚a mar-
riage of fresh dairy cream, Irish whiskey, cocoa and vanilla. Over 2,260 glasses of Baileys are enjoyed every minute of every day in 
over 130 countries around the world! Baileys is also available in three more flavours: Baileys with a Hint of Cream Caramel, Baileys 
with a Hint of Coffee and Baileys with a Hint of Hazelnut!

To: € 9,50 To: € 11,40 To: € 13,63
Internal Code: LBL50 Internal Code: LBL70 Internal Code: VSMR70

50cl From: € 12,35 70cl From: € 14,80 100cl From: € 17,70

-23%-23%
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Jose Cuervo Platino 70cl

€ 60,95 Internal Code: TQJCRFP70

“Esencia de Agave” is the distilled liquid that gives Platino an extra smooth taste. We use only the heart of the Agave to make “Es-
encia”. But even from the ripest Agave you don’t get a lot. Which is why not much Platino is made. And after we’ve kept some back 
for ourselves, as you ‘ll understand there’s not too much left over. So good luck finding some.

Jose Cuervo Tradicional 50cl

€ 19,55 Internal Code: TQJCT50

Use only 100% Blue Agave and follow the steps Cuervo originally took to make the first tequila and you get Tradicional. It’s how 
tequila used to be drunk. Now try it the new old-fashioned way, cold and straight and enjoy its more intense tequila taste.

Jose Cuervo Reserva De La Familia 70cl

€ 128,50 Internal Code: TQJCRFE70

Every March Francisco Hajnal, Cuervo’s Master Blender, raids (with the family’s permission, of course) our private tequila reserves. In the Cuervo 
cellar he mixes that year’s unique blend. We then hand-pour, wax-seal, number and label those few bottles “Reserva de la Familia”. If you go to 
all that trouble you shout about it. So the Mexican artist of the moment gets chosen to design a one-off gift-box, just to make it easier for the 
lucky few to spot the few bottles of Reserva that are out there. And if you do miss it…there’s always next year. Cuervo Reserva de la Familia, 
gained top position in ‘The Ultimate Spirit Challenge 2012’ competition, run by Ultimate Beverage Challenge, by receiving the Chairman’s Trophy 
in the Extra Añejo, 100% Agave category. Also, has awarded the Master Medal 2012 in the annual awards, run by The Spirits Business magazine.
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Jose Cuervo Especial Silver 70cl

€ 13,00 Internal Code: TQJCSIL70

Jose Cuervo is the producer of the world’s No.1 Tequila brands. Proudly made in Mexico, Jose Cuervo Especial Silver has an exciting 
taste profile unlike any other Premium Tequila; this unique character results from blending young “Blanco” (or colourless) Tequi-
las with specially selected Tequilas that have been mellowed in oak barrels. This process makes for a smoother, more balanced 
tequila with an inviting, fresh aroma and a clean, crisp finish. The taste is smooth, with a touch of sweetness, which makes it 
perfect for drinking straight up as a shot, accompanied by a lime wedge and a sprinkling of salt. Other perfect serves include Jose 
Cuervo Especial Silver on the rocks, or with a twist of lime. 

Jose Cuervo Especial Gold 70cl

€ 13,00 Internal Code: TQJCESP70

Jose Cuervo is the producer of the world’s No.1 Tequila brands. Proudly made in Mexico, Jose Cuervo Especial Gold is a Premium 
Tequila aptly named after its characteristic golden colour. It is a blend of “Reposado” (aged) and younger Tequilas, rested in 
American Oak Barrels. Jose Cuervo Especial’s Gold flavour is sweet, with subtle “Agave” notes and hints of oak and vanilla. It has 
a well-balanced, short-smooth finish and is generally enjoyed as a shot accompanied by an orange slice sprinkled with powdered 
Cinnamon. Also used as the base of the famous Margarita Cocktail. Cuervo Especial Reposado Gold gains 2 top positions at the 
International «Hot Bar Brands»  2012 competition organised by «Drinks International» magazine. Cuervo achieves 1st place as 
consumers’ favourite tequila and 1st place as the tequila with the most worldwide sales!

Don Julio Blanco 70cl  -  Don Julio Reposado 70cl  -  Don Julio Anejo 70cl

€ 36,00

Internal Code: TQDJB70S 

Tequila Don Julio is a brand built on a tradition of exploration in the world of tequila, making it one of the most celebrated spir-
its in history. But behind the brand is the story of one man – a man whose visionary quest for exceptional tequila produced the 
ultra-premium line of Tequilas that have become legendary in their own. Don Julio Gonzalez dedicated his life to innovating and 
perfecting every aspect of the tequila making process. He chose rich terrain that grows a sweeter agave plant. He insisted on the 
hand-harvesting of individual plants as they ripen. He developed and refined fermentation and distillation techniques to accentu-
ate the liquid’s flavours. And he aged his tequila in the finest American whisky barrels. When he retired, Don Julio’s legacy to the 
world was the finest tequila ever produced.

€ 41,90 € 46,10

Internal Code: TQDJR70S Internal Code: TQDJA70S 
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Create your own gift selection to suit each and every occasion - choose from our wide variety of special celebration packs.
Δημιουργήστε τους δικούς σας συνδυασμούς δώρων δίνοντας τον εορταστικό τόνο που επιθυμείτε μέσα από τις ειδικές συσκευασίες.

Code: 01
Single Pack
€0.75
# 251517

Code: 03
Single bag 
€0.50
# 251521

Code: 04
Twin bag 
€0.75
# 251556

Code: 07
Wooden Gift Box - Slipped Top
(for two bottles)
€5.13      # 200133

Code: 09
Deluxe
Wooden Gift Box
including wine 
accessories
(for two bottles)
€12.00
# 250902

Code: 06
Standard Wooden Gift Box
with Hinged Cover
€5.47     # 200134

* Bottles are not included / οι φιάλες δεν συμπεριλαμβάνονται.

Code: 08
Wooden Gift Box
(for one bottle)
€3.60 # 250903

•   Delivery within 3 working days.
•   Payment upon delivery.
•   Minimum order €50.

•   Η παράδοση θα γίνεται σε 3 εργάσιμες μέρες.
•   Η πληρωμή θα γίνεται κατά την παράδοση των εμπορευμάτων.
•   Η ελάχιστη παραγγελία είναι €50.

                           Tel. / Τηλ.    Fax/ Φαξ        
Nicosia / Λευκωσία        22475116   22482504
Limassol / Λεμεσός        25724821   25720624
Larnaca / Λάρνακα        24361468  24362358
Paphos / Πάφος                        26819500   26822082
Famagusta / Αμμόχωστος          23740500  23740501                
Head Offices / Κεντρικά Γραφεία   22471111   22486526 


